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Ever since 2014, Shoot the Book! has been jointly organized  
by the SCELF (a collecting society whose core business  
is audiovisual adaptation), the Institut français (which operates 
under the Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs and  
the Ministry of Culture to promote French culture around  
the world), and Film Paris Region. In 2019, the Frankfurt Book 
Fair joined this global partnership. Since its inception, the goal 
of Shoot the Book! has been to create bridges between literary 
writing and audiovisual writing by pitching approximately  
ten works selected by an elite international jury.

The rise of cinema throughout the world and the growing need 
for audiovisual content inspired these organizations to create  
a large-scale adaptation market that brings together not only  
80% of French publishers, but also a significant representation 
of publishers worldwide. These professional speed meetings 
(also known as “Shoot the Book! Rendez-Vous”) will be held  
for the second time this year. However, due to the current 
situation, all meetings between producers and international 
publishers will take place via the digital platform set up  
by the Marché du Film. A designated application will facilitate 
virtual yet efficient appointments. We wish all of this year’s 
participants a very productive virtual edition  
of Shoot the Book!
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AGENTUR KROLL
Suhrkamp was founded with the encouragement  

of Hermann Hesse in 1950. The “Suhrkamp Culture” 
 is based on German and international literature  
of the 20th (e.g. Hermann Hesse, Bertolt Brecht,  

Max Frisch) and the 21st century. 

Kollwitzstraße 77 
10435 Berlin Germany

TO DIE  
IN SPRING 
“TO DIE IN SPRING by Ralf Rothmann, 
is the best novel about the end of  
the Second World War in years,  
and a beautiful anti-war tale  
of universal importance.” (El País)

STERN 111
What remains when the ground  
is completely pulled out from under  
your feet? A young man is searching 
for love, art and new orientation in  
the anarchic underground of the  
Berlin of the “Wendezeit”. 

Ralf Rothmann 

Lutz Seiler

[                ]

Frank Kroll 
frank@agenturkroll.com 

+49 160 746 56 46
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ALBIN MICHELTHIS LITTLE 
FAMILY
Marie gets raped and says nothing, 
neither to the police nor to her 
husband. But she’s pregnant and sure 
that the child is the rapist’s. Locked into 
her silence, isolated within her  family, 
she commits the worst imaginable 
thing. A novel as a dissection of the 
devastating effects caused by a rape.

THE CANVAS  
OF THE WORLD  
Paris, 1900, the Belle Epoque. Aileen, 
35, unmarried journalist, a rebel fired 
up with humanist ideas, who looks at 
the world as a liberated woman, arrives 
from the US to cover the Exposition 
Universelle. In her quest for love  
and freedom, she will cross individuals 
she would have never encountered.

Inès Bayard

Antonin Varenne

[                ]

Marie Dormann
marie.dormann@albin-michel.fr 

+33 1 42 79 10 27
Founded in 1900, Albin Michel is one of the most 

important and independent publishing groups in France, 
with over 6,000 working titles, combining authors  

of prestige and newly discovered talents.

22, rue Huyghens  
75014 Paris France
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KRONEN 2 
#THE LAST 
SPREE
Is a delirious road-movie that tells  
the reunion of a couple of friends after 
twenty-five years, met in initially dramatic 
circumstances. A light, fun movie,  
but with characters full of life that  
will leave their mark.

STRANGERS 
IN PARADISE
The story recreates, the intrahistory  
of the Contractual movement  
that took place mainly in Madrid during 
the Spanish transition after Francisco 
Franco’s death in 1975. At a time when 
the whole rock music scene in Spain 
is shaken, our protagonist, just arrived 
in the capital, and gets in contact  
with the main artists of the moment.

José Ángel Mañas

José Ángel Mañas

[             ]

Beatriz Celaya 
editorial@altautores.com

+ 34 62 806 22 33  

ALT AUTORES  
EDITORIAL

ALT AUTORES is a publishing house that publishes  
and sells its authors’ books in the Paper, eBook  
and Audiobook formats, understands the digital  

era and its dynamics, and uses its tools and benefits  
for the advantages of its authors.

Henao, 60-7 izquierda 
48009 Bilbao espagne
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FEEL GOOD
Alice, a shoe shop sales assistant,  
has always been economically insecure.  
But she can’t take having to count every 
penny and not being able to provide  
a better life for her son anymore. A crazy 
idea thus starts to form: kidnap a rich 
kid from a wealthy nursery and demand 
a ransom. Unfortunately, nothing goes 
according to plan because no one  
claims the child.

DOLLS OF NIJAR
Photographer of chaos, Thomas is 
sent to capture the desperation in the 
greenhouses of Andalusia, a sea of plastic 
in the Spanish desert: environmental 
devastation, African workers reduced to 
slavery. While on these explosive tracks, 
events keep all of Spain from sleeping. 
The region’s children disappear, to be 
found several days later suspended  
from the branches of trees.

Thomas Gunzig

Gilles Vincent

[               ]
AU DIABLE  

VAUVERT 
Au diable vauvert is specialized in French  

and foreign fiction. With authors such as David Foster 
Wallace, William Gibson, Neil Gaiman, Jeff Vandermeer, 

Irvine Welsh, Paolo Bacigalupi and their French 
counterparts, we publish voices of our time.  

LA LAUNE 
30600 VAUVERT france

Marie-Pacifique ZELTNER 
rights@audiable.com 

+33 6 22 05 19 78
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GRAND NU 
ORANGE
Largely, but freely, inspired by  
the life of the painter Nicolas de Staël, 
and especially by his ultimate  
passion for love, this third novel  
by the Genevoise Nathalie Chaix  
is a sublime love story.

RETOUR  
À CORMONT
“Retour à Cormont” is an opportunity  
to evoke these themes that are dear  
to Michel Bühler: social inequalities,  
the place we give abroad in our lives, 
money laundering, mistrust of migrants… 
These themes recur in the local cafés.

NATHALIE CHAIX

B E R N A R D C A M P I C H E E D I T E U R
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Grand nu orange
roman

NATHALIE CHAIX

Grand nu
orange

roman

Son regard se perd dans les dessins géométriques
de la plaine qui se déploie en contrebas.
Ensemble compact de chênes verts. Avant les
collines, alignement des vignes, alignement des
pêchers, alignement des sillons de terre récem-
ment labourée. Verticalité de quelques cyprès.
Lignes argentées des routes qui mènent jusqu’à
elle. Il écarte cette pensée pour trouver la force.
Il tourne la tête.

La cafetière commence à grelotter et les petites
éclaboussures qui sortent de son bec viennent se
cogner contre l’émail de la cuisinière et s’accu-
muler aux autres taches. Il se verse une tasse et
se rend à l’atelier.

Au milieu des châssis entassés, il s’allume une
cigarette puis reprend là où il en était hier.

Il appuie sur le tube, et le flot rouge pur se
déverse. Il saisit son couteau et applique de
larges bandes uniformes dans la partie supé-
rieure de la toile, au-dessus du corps allongé,
noirs les cheveux, bleus le tronc et la cuisse,
blanc le drap.
Son corps à elle.

Entrée en littérature grâce au Prix Georges-Nicole qui
a couronné Exit Adonis en 2007, Nathalie Chaix
poursuit son exploration de deux thèmes qui lui sont
chers, l’amour et la création, tant dans son deuxième
roman, Il y a toujours un rêve qui veille, que dans
Grand nu orange, librement inspiré de l’histoire du
peintre Nicolas de Staël.
Nathalie Chaix vit et travaille à Genève.

Illustration de couverture :
Photographie de Philippe Pache,
« Nu blanc et rouge », 2005

ISBN 978-2-88241-306-2
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Nathalie CHAIX

Michel Bühler

[           ]
 BERNARD  
CAMPICHE  

EDITEUR
Since the foundation in 1986,  

more than 80 books have won a literary prize  
and many titles are translated. 

grand rue 26  
ch-1350 orbe switzerland

Bernard Campiche  
info@campiche.ch 

+41 24 441 08 18
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THE YOU  
THE STORY OF HOW BLU MET LUKA  
AND WHAT HAPPENED NEXT
This is the story of how Blu broke  
her father’s heart. How she swam on  
the bottom of the lake, then flew up into 
the sky without wings. How she conquered 
an island but lost her best friend…  
How she changed the world.  
And what happened next.

THE WIZARDS 
ERRANT 
MAGIC EXISTS. WE JUST HAVE  
TO BE BRAVE ENOUGH TO SEE IT
We’re the ones no one sees, no one 
believes. We’re the ones they took 
everything from — all our riches,  
our homes, our families and friends... 
We’re the Wizards Errant, the mistakes. 
We did not study... But despite  
everything, we’re still here.

DAVIDE MOROSINOTTO

PIERDOMENICO BACCALARIO

[             ]
 BOOK ON A TREE 
Founded by the bestselling Pierdomenico Baccalario, 

Book on a Tree is a real storytelling agency  
that works from an imaginary treehouse. Our authors 

work as a team with worldwide publishers.

9 Greyfriars Road
Reading, berkshire 

RG1 1NU united Kingdom

Rosamaria Pavan
rosam@bookonatree.com

+39 33 55 27 73 74
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 CASTERMAN
Casterman belongs to the group Madrigall,  

and publishes comics, graphic novels and  
children books. It is the publisher of Tintin,  

and also of authors like Bilal, Pratt,  
Bastien Vivès and Tardi. 

cantersteen 47  
1000 brussels belgium

ALONE  
IN BERLIN
An impossible friendship between  
a German woman and a Russian  
woman at the end of WWII. 
Berlin, April 1945. Ingrid is German  
and is just coming out of several  
years of hell under the Nazi regime.
Evgeniya is Russian and has just arrived  
in Berlin with the Soviet army to 
authenticate Hitler’s remains.

« On dit que les Russes ne connaissent aucune pitié. 

Qu’ils abattent les prisonniers et les vieillards. Qu’ils mangent les enfants. 

Quant aux femmes des peuples vaincus… Nous savons toutes ce qui nous attend. »

 

Ingrid est allemande et travaille pour la Croix-Rouge.

Evgeniya est russe et fait partie du NKVD.

La première survit dans une ville en ruines. 

La seconde cherche les restes d’Adolf Hitler.

Dans Berlin, quelques jours au printemps 1945, 

deux femmes que tout oppose vont se découvrir.

N001 - 25 €

ISBN : 978-2-203-16852-7

9:HSMCKD=V[]ZW\:

Nicolas Juncker

JEAN-SÉBASTIEN BORDAS &  
JEAN-CHRISTOPHE DEVENEY

THE RAFT OF 
THE MEDUSA
When the frigate Medusa runs aground  
in shallows off the coast of Senegal.  
Most of the passengers climb aboard  
a raft. But only a few have survived under 
horrible conditions! Géricault chooses  
the subject matter for a new work,  
seeing in it the opportunity to push  
past the classical boundaries of painting. 

[             ]

Sophie LEVIE
s.levie@casterman.com

+32 2 209 83 69
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 COUSU  
MOUCHE

Cousu Mouche is dedicated to promoting the work of  
a new generation of novelists who have seduced a large  

audience and merited awards (Prix Lettres frontière in 2019).  
It is highly active at diverse cultural events, such as a recent  

a literary marathon in a telephone booth... 

Anemonenstrasse 40G  
CH-8047 Zürich Switzerland

MONSIEUR 
QUINCAMPOIX  
TO LOVE IS TO SEE THE RABBIT
Norbert dies inconveniently in the prime 
of life and a bathroom accident. Chance 
or something very much like it – brings 
him back to the cosy apartment he had 
shared with his (negligently) beloved 
wife… in the skin of an asthmatic French 
bulldog, Monsieur Quincampoix. Not easy 
to remain the alpha when the wife has 
become the master.

DOORS
A little girl is found dead, before  
a door that didn’t open. This event  
reveals the fissures in the lives of those 
touched, little or greatly, by the tragedy.  
Through a succession of portraits,  
tenuous links come to light, and the 
certitude that we all will find ourselves 
before a door to open or to close.  
This intense polyphonic novel distils  
the fragility of our existence and  
the urgency of life.

Fred Bocquet

Fred Bocquet

[                ]

Olivier humbel  
olivier@cousumouche.com 

+41 79 279 21 20
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ETERNITY,  
LIVIE, ETERNITY! 
Jules, 17, is in love with Livia, whom  
he met during their holiday in Rome. Together, 
they are going to visit the historical places  
of this iconic city and rediscover its past.  
Their fledgling love affair is entangled with  
the problems of Gianni, an old man they  
met who has connexion with the mafia.  
The violence of the past and Livia’s 
complicated health start to make things  
more difficult than expected… 

2105, FORBIDDEN 
MEMORIES
In 2105, there are only two social classes: 
privileged people who received a serum 
that allows them to live 400 years,  
and ordinary citizens. Once a year, a huge 
competition is held to enable young people 
to win the precious serum. Against  
her mother’s advice, the young Sophìa 
decides to participate, but nothing  
will happen as planned.

Michel Quint

Anouk Filippini

[               ]
 EDITIONS  

AUZOU
AUZOU PUBLISHING is a Major French Kid  

Publishing Company created more than 40 years ago.  
At AUZOU we are fascinated by languages  

and culture and seek to create products that will  
delight children in every corner of the planet. 

24-32 rue des amandiers  
75020 paris france

Adélaïde QUIBLIER 
adelaide.quiblier@auzou.com 

+33 1 81 69 77 41
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EDITIONS  
DE L’HÈBE

We are a small independent Swiss publishing  
house, specialized in discovering talented and promising  

first-time authors. We also organize a contest  
(www.pija.ch) for young writers (15-20 year old).

chemin du lac 39
1637 val-de-charmey switzerland

FAREWELL
ST KILDA
The narrator and his wife travel to  
the St Kilda archipelago (Scotland),  
where they visit a deserted village that was 
once home to a community of a few dozen 
people, living in severe weather conditions 
and extreme isolation. In 1930, pushed  
into hunger, the last 36 inhabitants  
asked to be evacuated.

22, 
NASTURTIUM 
STREET
An evening at the opera, a winter coat  
that goes missing, and suddenly Jeanne’s 
life is turned upside down. A middle-aged 
antiquarian, married to a shrink and  
used to a somewhat dull, bourgeois 
happiness, is about to embark  
on a relentless, sensuous quest  
to redefine her inner self.

Eric Bulliard

Alexandra Cinter

[           ]

Jean-Philippe Ayer
jp.ayer@lhebe.ch
+41 79 230 60 93
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EDITIONS  
FAVRE

Favre Editions, part of the Libella group, has published 
more than 1300 books since 1975, about 50 books per year, 
essays, novels, guides and art books. Distributed in France, 

Switzerland, Belgium and Canada. 

29, rue de Bourg
CH-1003 Lausanne switzerland

THE ORDER  
OF WOMEN
David is a successful man but  
unsecure in relationship. When  
he meets Marie, it’s love at first sight.  
For nearly a year, they are happy 
together; until she suddenly disappears, 
leaving him just an enigmatic note.  
His investigation will make him 
encounter strange characters  
and take considerable risks. 

THE SEQUENCE
Two rival scientists are fascinated  
by the Sequence, a piece of DNA that 
distinguishes humans from all other 
living beings. To master it is to be able  
to modify the essence of man. 
Kidnappings, blackmail and murders, 
between Manhattan, San Diego,  
the Colombian jungle and  
the Greek islands.

Daniel Cordonier

Stefan Catsicas

[         ]

Sophie Rossier Pilloud
sophie@editionsfavre.com

+41 21 312 17 17 
+41 76 822 44 85

r o m a n

LA SÉQUENCE

STEFAN 
CATSICAS
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Deux amis, que l’amour d’une même femme a séparés, dominent la scène 
internationale de la génétique humaine. L’un, le Professeur Daniel Fox, est sur 
le point de recevoir le prix Nobel, mais l’analyse du génome du plus mystérieux 
des pharaons vient ébranler toutes ses théories. L’autre, Nelson Devennes, est 
un homme d’affaires charismatique, à la tête d’un véritable empire.

Ensemble, ils avaient découvert un fragment d’ADN qui distingue l’humain de 
tout autre être vivant et qui aujourd’hui attire les convoitises : la Séquence. 
Son origine est inconnue et sa manipulation interdite, mais la fille de Daniel, la 
séduisante Elisa Fox, semble détenir la clé pour la maîtriser. La jeune femme 
devient alors la cible d’une organisation occulte qui opère à coups d’enlève-
ments et d’exécutions, entre les beaux quartiers de Manhattan, les laboratoires 
de San Diego et les sanctuaires des îles grecques.

Une tension intense et un récit passionnant, mêlant science, histoire, 
mythologie et spiritualité.

« Un scénario digne des meilleurs films à suspense,  
captivant pour tout lecteur, quelles que soient ses connaissances »

Marc Forster, réalisateur (Quantum of Solace, World War Z)

Neurobiologiste, professeur à la faculté de médecine et à l’école 
polytechnique fédérale avant de devenir entrepreneur et dirigeant 
de multinationale, Stefan Catsicas a vécu en Europe, aux États-
Unis et au Moyen-Orient. Thriller haletant, inspiré par le rôle de 
l’inné dans nos comportements et nos croyances, La Séquence 
est son premier roman.

favre_LaSequence_couv.indd   1 23.08.18   23:25
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RIGHTEOUS 
AMONG MEN
Ali and Miran are Syrian political  
refugees in the United States.  
Unable to prevent his friend’s murder, 
Ali pursues what have become his 
duty – revealing the huge humanitarian 
scandal they uncovered, saving  
his people and keeping his old  
promise to his friend. 

WHEREVER  
YOU GO, I GO TOO
Isabel, 32, dreams of becoming an actress. 
One day, she is hired by Adriana, a wealthy 
teenager whose mum passed away, for a 
very special mission: because of Isabel’s 
troubling resemblance to her dead mum, 
she has to go to Italy where they are 
spending the holidays to tempt  
Adriana’s dad into not remarrying. 

François Dupaquier

Marie Vareille

[             ]

Carole SAUDEJAUD
csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr

+33 1 45 49 82 48

EDITIONS  
FAYARD

Founded in 1857, Fayard has a strong history  
both in French and foreign literature and in non-fiction. 

Fayard has several imprints, among which  
Mazarine and Pauvert. 

13 rue du Montparnasse
75006 Paris france
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EDITIONS  
LIANA LEVI

 After 35 years, still an independent publisher  
with a catalogue of nearly 600 titles, including several 

long- and many best-sellers.

1 place Paul Painlevé
   75005 Paris france

THE NIGHT OF  
THE BEGUINES
Interweaving the high points of  
the reign of Philip the Fair with  
the lives of both historical and fictional 
characters, Aline Kiner draws us 
into a little known side of the Middle 
Ages. The solidairty of the heroines, 
subversive and feminist ahead  
of their time, bring this fast-paced  
and resolutely modern fresco to life.

VANIA, VASSIA 
AND VASSIA’S 
DAUGHTER
Three lives tell the little-known story 
of the Cossacks in France, during the 
war and post-1945. A stunning saga 
in which Macha Méril incorporates 
elements of her own life.

Aline Kiner

Macha Méril

[                 ]

Amélie DOR
a.dor@lianalevi.fr
+33 1 44 32 19 34
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 EDITIONS  
NATHAN 

Since 1881, Nathan has been an important player  
in scholastic publishing and an expert in early childhood 

and learning games. A major publisher of children’s 
books and youth literature, Nathan is driven by a passion 

for teaching, a  desire for quality and innovation  
and to offer all children the most creative  

works possible so they grow up and flourish.

92, Avenue de France - CS 91464  
75702 PARIS CEDEX 13 FRANCE

ONE MILLION 
VIEWS
5 YouTubers, each with a speciality;  
trashy humour, music, flirting… compete 
to become the best influencer. They have 
one month to go viral. No limits. At stake: 
a huge salary,… A geeky thriller with  
those who put their lives on display,  
those who dream through social  
media, those who exploit it.

I WILL PLUCK 
YOUR HEAD
Lilou has always admired her father, 
Papa Lou. Ever since her mother was 
hospitalized, the duo has grown closer. 
Papa Lou told Lilou she should stop  
seeing her dull mother. Lilou’s friends  
help her realize who her father really is.  
An impressive psychological thriller  
about narcissistic pervertion.

Jeremy Behm 

Claire Mazard

[                ]

Marie Dessaix 
mdessaix@nathan.fr 
+33 (0)1 45 87 51 54
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THE  
BLUEST BLUE
Schnulli’s life is chaos: Kids,  
unpaid bills, no lover, high aspirations 
and a career that just won’t take off.  
An emotionally charged, at times 
hilarious tale about a woman  
regaining control.

CHARLIE BERG’S 
HEART  
OF IRON
This is the tale of how Charlie Berg 
lost his heart – both metaphorically 
and literally. A wild and witty story of 
love, life and the perks of having an 
extraordinary sense of smell.

Julia Malik 

Sebastian Stuertz 

[            ]

Elisabeth Ruge
eruge@elisabeth-ruge-agentur.de

+49 30 2888 406 00

 ELISABETH RUGE
AGENTUR

ERA represents ca. 200 authors, specializing in book  
and film deals. The agency has been affiliated with 

several prestigious awards: Nobel Prize for Literature, 
Prix Goncourt and Deutscher Buchpreis.

Rosenthaler str. 34/35
10178 berlin Germany
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 GALLIMARD/  
FUTUROPOLIS

Gallimard and Futuropolis, created in 1911 and 1974, 
have together a catalogue of more than 40.000 titles, 

including novels, essays and graphic novels.

5 rue Gaston-Gallimard 
75007 Paris france

IN THE  
SAME BOAT 
An autobiographical story in which 
personal history – that of a young 
female rowing champion –  
is enmeshed in the world history  
of German reunification.

THE SLEEPING 
EAGLES 
Twenty years after having suddenly  
fled Albania with his two young children, 
Arben returns to his home country  
with the intention of avenging Rina,  
his assassinated wife. 

Zelba

Danü Danquigny

[                      ]

Frédérique MASSART
frederique.massart@gallimard.fr

+33 1 49 54 42 98
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A MAN’S SKIN
Bianca literally puts on a “man’s skin” 
and, as a man, she spies on her future 
husband... who falls in love with her  
in this guise! A woman again, she fights  
(in vain) to win his love and realizes  
how little freedom women have  
compared to men. She then stands up 
against male authority to free women  
from oppression.

GOST 111
Goran Stankovic, a single dad, loses  
his job and becomes a dubious job  
for the local mob. He gets caught  
and has no other choice but to become  
an informer. Between the police and  
the mobsters, he has learnt fast  
and does like everyone else:  
double dealings.

[             ]
 GLÉNAT 

Éditions Glénat was created in 1969 and  
is one of France’s biggest Top 10 book publishers. 

From the onset Glénat has an eye for authors, 
stories and genres that appeal  

to readers of all ages. 

39 rue du gouverneur Général Eboué
92130 Issy les Moulineaux france

Etienne BONNIN 
etienne.bonnin@glenat.com

+33 1 41 46 11 09

Hubert, Zanzim

Mark Eacersall, Henri 
Scala, Marion Mousse
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THE DECEITFUL 
INDIES
A congenial scoundrel, Don Pablos  
of Segovia tells the tale of his 
picaresque adventures in America  
that was then called the Indies.  
His tribulations will lead him from  
the gutters to palaces, from the peaks 
of the Andes to the winding arms  
of the Amazon, until he reaches  
the mythical Eldorado!

HAKIM’S 
ODYSSEY
The story of Hakim, a man who had  
to leave everything behind: his family,  
his friends, his business… because  
the country next door seemed to offer  
a better future. Between hope and 
violence, this true story explains  
how war forces you to say goodbye  
to the people you love, and turns  
you into a refugee.Fabien Toulmé

Laurence LECLERCQ
lleclercq@groupedelcourt.com 

+33 1 53 34 94 77

GROUPE  
DELCOURT

Groupe Delcourt is the first francophone  
independent comics publishing group, with authors  

from all over the world. Among our hits,  
Cici’s Journal, Walking Dead, Sean Philipps,  

Jake Adelstein and many more…

8 rue Léon Jouhaux 
75010 Paris france

[                  ]ÉDITIONS DELCOURT  ◆ ÉDITIONS SOLEIL  ◆ DELSOL DIFFUSION

D E L C O U R T
G R O U P E

Alain Ayroles  
& Juanjo Guarnido
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 GRUPO PLANETA
Grupo Planeta is the leading Spanish communication 

group with wholly family-owned capital, a producer and 
distributor of editorial, news, educational  

and entertainment contents for the Spanish, Italian  
and Portuguese-speaking markets.

Avda. Diagonal 662-664 
Barcelona 08 034 spain

SOMEDAY 
TODAY
Someday, Today, is a thrilling  
and committed feminist plea against 
injustice, based on a real event  
that occurred in 1920 in Colombia, 
tells the story of Betsabé Espinal, 
who being only twenty-three years 
old becomes the heroine of one of 
the first female strikes in history.

ON THE  
IMPURE EARTH
In this deft tale of fathers and sons,  
a young and ruined writer whose life is  
a mess is pulled into an affluent family 
from his native Mallorca when he is hired 
to compose the memoirs of the matriarch. 
Delving into the diaries she left, the writer 
soon discovers hints of some dark  
secrets hidden during decades.

Ángela Becerra

Melcior Comes

[                ]

Francisco Javier  
Sanz Grajera
 fjsanz@planeta.es

+34 93 492 80 08
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RIVER
As her mother battles illness, 
14-year-old Emily finds herself 
cast back in time, where  
she struggles with historical 
traumas while coming to know 
herself fully for the first time.

THE 
TRANSACTION
In order to find out what went  
wrong with his real estate 
transaction, an inscrutable 
northerner sets out on a reckless 
sleuthing, confronting both the locals 
who are conspiring to protect their 
secrets at all costs, and his own 
psychological demons.

Guglielmo D’Izzia

[             ]
 GUERNICA  

EDITIONS
Founded in 1978 and based in Hamilton,  

Ontario, Guernica Editions is an award  
winning independent publisher with a keen  

eye for literature that dares to cross boundaries:  
No Borders. No Limits.

287 Templemead Drive  
Hamilton, Ontario L8W 2W4 Canada

Anna van Valkenburg
annavanvalkenburg@guernicaeditions.com  

+1 416-992-7682

Shira Nayman 
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 KOMMODE  
VERLAG

The Kommode Verlag is an independent publishing house located in Zürich.  
It publishes fiction works by Swiss authors and literary translations  

as well as non-fiction books that open up stimulating areas of tension  
while refusing to deliver prefabricated answers to complex questions.  

We insist on close cooperation with our authors and editors in order  
to maintain our high standards of authenticity and quality.

Anemonenstrasse 40G  
CH-8047 Zürich Switzerland

US (UNS)
There is only one country left in  
the world, Unitia, and a global network 
called P-Net. The main character,  
Martin Blank, lives within a system  
of total surveillance and control. He serves 
the community as a tool and is kept strict 
tabs on by Unitia. But Martin is plagued  
by doubts. He has a distinctive sense  
of individualism and reflects on what  
his life means in this society. He is a rebel 
who doesn’t know yet how he should  
live out or see through his rebellion.

Ashley Curtis

Robin Schenkel

[                  ]

Annette Beger 
info@kommode-verlag.ch 

+41 79 246 59 14

Double, Double interlaces two mysteries 
(a who-dunnit and a who-wrote-it), two 
detectives (one criminal, one academic), 
two Shakespeares and two Macbeths  
(one on stage, one acted out in real life)  
in a disorienting guessing game in  
which “nothing is but what is not”.  

DOUBLE DOUBLE  
OR DYING FOR 
SHAKESPEARE
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 LOEWE VERLAG
Loewe Verlag was founded in 1863 by  

Ferdinand Loewe. In 1965, Volker Gondrom took 
over the business. Since then, it has become  

one of the Top 5 publishers of books for children 
and young people in the German-speaking area. 

Bühlstraße 4  
95463 Bindlach Germany

THE BOOK 
JUMPER
Go hunting through the jungle on  
Shere Khan’s back, or fight alongside 
Goethe’s Werther with the witches  
from Macbeth. Amy never thought  
that she could not only feel so close  
to her favourite books! She protects  
them from manipulation.

THE  
FORGOTTEN  
WORD
Action adventure meets classic  
romance in this delightful YA novel.  
In remembrance of Jane Austen, 
characters and motifs of her most 
beautiful love story classics are being 
adapted in the 200th year of her death.

Mechthild Gläser 

Mechthild Gläser

[                ]

Friederike Fuxen
f.fuxen@loewe-verlag.de

+49 9208 51-283
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[                 ]

Laurent DUVAULT
laurent.duvault@mediatoon.com

+33 6 08 96 14 61

DEAD AND 
UNBURIED 
Yann is an awesome teen… His only 
problem? He’s dead! Stabbed during  
a fight defending a kid, Yann is trapped  
in his coffin, conscious and bored to death! 
One year later, he escapes thanks  
to his friends: he’s now “undead”!  
His mission: reuniting his family that  
is falling apart, torn apart by grief...

THE DETECTION 
CLUB
The best mystery writers of the 30s,  
including Agatha Christie, form together  
the Detection Club. Soon, this true secret 
society have to investigate the mysterious 
murder of an eccentric billionaire  
on a deserted island. Like Knives out,  
a witty, smart and fresh take on  
the classic crime novels.

 MEDIATOON  
AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS 

With 33 publishing houses in the Group,  
Media-Participations is a graphic novels leader 

(Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard) and a traditional literary 
powerhouse (Seuil, La Martinière, Anne Carriere).

57 rue Gaston Tessier 
75019 Paris franceJean Harambat

Jocelyn Boisvert,  
Pascal Colpron
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Sybille Grimbert

Isabelle Duquesnoy 

 MEDIATOON  
AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS Laurent DUVAULT

laurent.duvault@mediatoon.com
+33 6 08 96 14 61

[                 ]

MOZART’S 
FORMIDABLE 
WIDOW 
After his death, Mozart leaves a debt 
equivalent to 4 million euros! To survive 
and keep his legacy alive, his widow 
Constanza will turn the genial Wolfgang 
into the immortal Mozart! A formidable 
and uncompromising quest to  
perpetuate the legacy of a genius. 

THE HORDE 
The Exorcist from a new point of view!  
The possession of 10-year-old Laure,  
as told by her demon. The surrender  
of the little girl will reveal her true nature. 
And the worst of them might not be  
the one you thought… Dark humour  
and breath-taking suspense in an 
unexpected shift of perspective!

With 33 publishing houses in the Group,  
Media-Participations is a graphic novels leader 

(Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard) and a traditional literary 
powerhouse (Seuil, La Martinière, Anne Carriere).

57 rue Gaston Tessier 
75019 Paris france
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 MICHAEL GAEB  
LITERARY AGENCY

We are a full-service agency based in Berlin, 
founded in 2003. We represent German-writing and  

Latin-American authors in the genres literary  
and commercial fiction (thrillers, crime, love stories, 

historical novels) and nonfiction.

Chodowieckistraße 26  
10405 Berlin germany

MEMOIRS  
OF A GAY JEW  
IN NAZI BERLIN
The incredible life story of a man  
who risked everything for what  
he knew to be true in a time  
of terror and oppression.

TIME  
OF THE 
MAGICIANS
The lives of four German 
philosophers between  
World War One and Two.

Gad Beck 

Wolfram Eilenberger 

[                   ]

Michael Gaeb
gaeb@litagentur.com 

+49 30 5471 4002
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OSLO LITERARY 
AGENCY

Oslo Literary Agency is Norway’s biggest agency,  
representing bestselling authors like Jostein Gaarder,  

Maja Lunde, Per Petterson and Helene Flood,  
whose work has or will be adapted for the screen. 

Sehesteds gate 3, P.O. Box 363 Sentrum
0102 Oslo Norway

ARRIVAL
A dark and chilling story of  
a woman all alone in a freezing 
wasteland, facing threats far graver 
than those from the merciless  
nature surrounding her.

ROYALTEEN
He carries a nation on his shoulders.  
She carries a baby on hers. Can there  
be a future for the King-to-be and  
the secret teenage mom? Royalteen  
is a love story about living with your 
mistakes, conquering your fears  
and breaking the Internet.

GØHRIL GABRIELSEN

[                  ]

Even Råkil
even.rakil@osloliteraryagency.no

+47 900 24 497

 .

ISBN 978-82-03-36238-5

Tilbaketrekning kan føles betryggende når man er truet, men 
hvor lenge?

En forsker skal overvintre ved et fuglefjell lengst nord i Norge. Hun er nylig 
blitt separert, datteren bor hos eksmannen, og hun venter på sin elsker.

Etter hvert blir det klart at forskningsoppholdet også er en flukt. Hvem 
har hun egentlig overlatt datteren til? Og hvorfor kommer ikke elskeren?

Ankomst er en intens roman om utsatthet. Om å søke en forutsigbar 
virkelighet, men oppleve nærværet av nye, foruroligende krefter i og 
utenfor seg selv.

G Ø H R I L 

G A B R I E L S E N

A N K O M S T

R O M A N

Om Din, alltid (2014):

«Din, alltid er eit etsande drama om innvikla bindingar mellom
familiemedlemmer. (…) Den vesle romanen gir denne lesaren  
den spesielle typen ubehag som det er så herleg å oppleve –
i litteraturen. (…) Din, alltid er provet på at det framleis går an  
å skrive originale og tankevekkande romanar om familiar  
i oppløysing.»
MARTA NORHEIM, NRK P2,  KULTURHUSET 

”Det er særlig Gabrielsens evne til å skape intense og troverdige
øyeblikk som gjør inntrykk på meg gjennom hele boka.»
LIVE LUND, VÅRT LAND

Om Skadedyr (2011):

«Det er imponerende hvordan Gabrielsen klarer å styre en tekst 
med en så vilter fantasi og stort vingespenn, og samtidig skrive
med så stor grad av sikkerhet og flyt.»
SUSANNE CHRISTENSEN, KLASSEK AMPEN

«I Skadedyr gjer Gøhril Gabrielsen ei snedig kopling mellom 
insektsutrydding, sjeleliv og klosterliv. (..) ein interessant, annleis 
og svært velskriven roman om mellom anna frykta for å bli 
utrydda. (...) Språket til Gøhril Gabrielsen merkjer seg ut med
sterke, presise, fysiske skildringar.»  
MARGUNN VIKINGSTAD, DAG OG TID 

Om Svimlende muligheter, ingen frykt (2008):

«The sisters’ violent intimacy has its own power, but the real
strength of this book lies in the way so much is withheld. (…)  
Like cold settling into bone, the sensation of horror creeps up
with unshakeable stealth.»
THE DAILY MAIL

«Using the sparest of prose and the power of suggestion, 
Gabrielsen teases, taunts and tests her reader. (…)  
The Looking-Glass Sisters is a work of intelligence, empathy, 
intensity and exceptional beauty and originality.»
LANCASHIRE EVENING POST

«Even the harshest scene possesses a raw, stark beauty. (…)
Gabrielsen’s novel disturbs and challenges. Once we have begun, 
though, it is near impossible to pull away.»  
THE NATIONAL

Om Unevnelige hendelser (2006):

«Stilren debut. (…) gjennomført så det sitter.»
SVEIN JOHS OTTESEN, AFTENPOSTEN
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Gøhril Gabrielsen (f. 1961) hadde en sterk debut 
med Unevnelige hendelser i 2006 og har senere 
skrevet tre romaner til. For Svimlende muligheter, 
ingen frykt (2008) fikk hun strålende kritikker, og 
romanen er solgt til England og Spania. Gabrielsen 
har mottatt Aschehougs debutantstipend 2006, 
Tanums kvinnestipend 2010 og Amalie Skram-
prisen i 2016.

«Rett og slett en vidunderlig roman.» 
STEIN ROLL, ADRESSEAVISEN

ADRESSEAVISEN STAVANGER
AFTENBLAD

ALTAPOSTEN

gøhril_gabrielsen_ankomst_smuss_TERNING.indd   2 23/11/17   21:06

RANDI FUGLEHAUG  
& ANNE GUNN HALVORSEN
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 PAYOT  
& RIVAGES

Founded in 1984 and associated with Payot (non-fiction) 
since 1992, Rivages is now part of Actes Sud.  

Publishing 140 titles a year, it is renowned for its thrillers, 
crime fiction and literary novels. 

60 - 62 avenue de Saxe 
75007 PARIS france

JUST A STRAY 
BULLET
One drunken night, Roman meets  
Ana, a young girl who will change  
his life. Between drugs, sex, alcohol, 
love and delinquency, these two will live 
an enchanted interlude. But everything 
quickly turns into a nightmare.  
As if it were impossible to escape one’s 
destiny. This is the story of a season 
between heaven and hell.

THE  
GOVERNESS’S 
PROTOCOL
In a leafy suburb, a seemingly ideal family’s  
life is profoundly disturbed by the arrival  
of a governess whose intentions are unclear.  
By following a strange protocol, she soon 
makes herself indispensable and the object  
of the whole family’s repressed desires.  
The tension becomes more and more  
palpable. Until the big day arrives…

Joseph d’ANVERS 

Guillaume LAVENANT

[          ]

Marie-Martine SERRANO
mm.serrano@payotrivages.com

+33 1 44 41 39 74  
+33 6 75 13 88 90
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 PEARLBOOKSEDITION 
PEARLBOOKSEDITION, founded in 2009  

as an independent publishing house in Zurich,  
publishes literary texts and translations  

in French and German.

Uraniastrasse 20  
8001 Zurich Switzerland

ÉCHAPPEMENT 
LIBRE 
This is a roman noir, which tells  
the story of Dominique, a 15-year-old 
runaway who, from an early age,  
brings together all the experiences  
that lead to the world of banditry.  
Without complacency, the author depicts 
the career of this young thug, which  
he lives as a destiny and a vocation. 

BALKIS
Balkis tells the story of a young Iraqi  
girl who came to study in Switzerland  
in the 1950s. The narrator divides  
her voice between the two contrasting 
cultures. Freely inspired by real facts, 
 the novel questions the multiculturalism 
of Swiss society and the story of  
a silent immigration.

JEAN CHAUMA

CHLOÉ FALCY

[               ]

Brigitta WETTSTEIN
editor@pearlbooksedition.ch

+41 79 340 75 74
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 PLACE  
DES EDITEURS

Place des Editeurs, held by EDITIS, includes  
4 imprints: Plon, Perrin, Belfond and Presses de la Cité.  

With more than 400 titles released each year,  
its catalogue is composed of fiction and non-fiction.

92 avenue de France  
75013 Paris france

AND LIFE  
GOES ON
29-year-old Jeanne has been in  
a coma for 4 years after a car accident.  
It seems she won’t survive after  
so long, but her family refuses to let  
her go. One day, the doctor tells them  
that she has been raped and is carrying 
her attacker’s child. Suddenly they are 
faced with the most awful dilemma.

I WAS BORN 
IN BERGEN 
BELSEN
75 years after the Bergen-Belsen  
Nazi concentration camp was liberated, 
this book gathers together the personal 
accounts of Hélène, a French Resistance 
member who was arrested, tortured  
and deported to the camp, and of her 
daughter Yvonne, who was born there.

Barbara ABEL 

Yvonne SALAMON

[                 ]

Alexandra Buchman
Alexandra.Buchman@placedesediteurs.com 

+33 (0)1 44 16 05 76
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RAVENSBURGER 
VERLAG 

Ravensburger Verlag is one of the leading  
children’s books publishers in Germany. Ravensburger 

publishes books for young readers of all ages. 
Hummelburg Verlag is an imprint of Ravensburger Verlag, 

focusing on German authors and on children’s literature  
for three- to eleven-year-olds. 

Robert-Bosch-Straße 1
88214 Ravensburg germany

FANTASTIC 
ADVENTURES OF 
THE CHRISTMAS 
COMPANY
Christmas is under attack! Creatures  
from old folklore are conspiring against 
Santa and his international holding company.  
An arctic adventure to save Christmas.Corina Gieseler

Kira Licht

[                 ]

Florence Roux
florence.roux@ravensburger.de

+49 751 86 12 40

LOVELY CURSE:   
HEIRESS OF  
THE DARKNESS
Drought, climatic change, fierce and 
unpredictable storms… The signs are already 
there. An ancient prophecy is unfolding,  
and the Four Riders of the Apocalypse  
are inexorably approaching.

VOLUME 1
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ROWOHLT  
VERLAG  

AGENTUR FÜR MEDIENRECHTE
Rowohlt and Rowohlt Berlin rank among the most reputable 

publishing houses in Germany, respected for literary  
and artistic level, openness and liberality. Rowohlt Media Agency 

represents the film rights of several renowned publishing houses as 
well as those of numerous independent scriptwriters.

Kreuzbergstr. 30
10965 Berlin germany

PROPAGANDA
“Propaganda” is the self-narrated 
life story of the German American 
John Glueck, spanning a period  
of 30 years: from 1941, the year  
the US entered World War II,  
to 1971 when Glueck ends up  
in a Missouri state prison.

HOTEL 
METROPOL
A compelling take on a little-known  
chapter of Soviet history and the terror  
of the1930s – and another outstanding 
novel from bestselling author Eugen Ruge 
(2011 German Book Prize winner).  
It follows three people navigating  
conviction and knowledge, loyalty  
and obedience, suspicion and betrayal.Steffen Kopetzky

Eugen Ruge

[             ]

Kristina Krombholz 
kristina.krombholz@rowohlt.de

+49 (0) 30 / 2853 84-16
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[          ]

[          ]
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S. FISCHER  
VERLAGE

The S. Fischer Verlage is one of the leading trade  
publishers in Germany. Across several imprints we publish 

international and German fiction, non-fiction,  
children and juvenile, a o. titles. 

Hedderichstraße 114
60596 Frankfurt am Main Germany

DIE LINIE 
ZWISCHEN TAG 
UND NACHT 
In this atmospherically dense Berlin 
novel, well-known playwright Roland 
Schimmelpfennig tells in a harsh yet 
soulful story of the fragility of life and 
our longing for community.

THE ENGLISH 
PRINCESS
With the historically documented  
story of Daisy von Pless, successful 
author Sabine Weigand takes us  
to London, Berlin and Silesia, into a world 
in transition, between empire and war, 
between glory and rebellion.

Roland Schimmelpfennig

Sabine Weigand

[                   ]

Regine Eckel
regine.eckel@fischerverlage.de

+49 69 6062 283
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STEINKIS  
GROUPE

Steinkis Group is an independent publishing  
company, including 4 publishing houses – all dedicated  

to publishing comics, graphic novels and illustrated books:  
Jungle, Steinkis, Warum/Vraoum and Splash.

31 rue d’Amsterdam 
75008 Paris france

ESMÉE, TOME 1  
A GHOST AT SCHOOL
A ghost discovers the life of the  
millennial teens! Esmée, a girl who died  
in the 18th century is sent to investigate 
on a Highschool that has just been built 
nearby the cemetery of the Bosquets – 
where all the deads are suddenly disturbed 
by the strange human activities….  
Horrified yet amazed by what  
she discovers, Esmée will fall in love  
with a typical 21st century boy.

THE CHOICE
A cross between non-fiction prose  
and an autobiography, The Choice  
is the epic tale of women’s struggle  
for the right to abortion and 
contraception – focusing on the destiny  
of three portrayals of women between 
the 1950’s and nowadays.

Désirée & Alain Frappier

[               ]

Flora Boffy-Prache
fboffy@steinkis-groupe.com

+33 7 87 10 12 77

Christine Naumann-
Villemin & Maëlle Schaller

Dès leur première rencontre, en 1991, Désirée et Alain
Frappier s’investissent dans des ouvrages communs où
se mêlent écriture et illustration, d’abord pour la jeunesse
puis le roman graphique.

En accordant une grande importance au fond et à la 
rigueur documentaire autant qu’à la forme, Désirée et
Alain construisent une œuvre cohérente et singulière.
Leurs romans graphiques regardent le monde à hauteur
d’homme, et l’éclairent.

Ils portent avec enthousiasme et opiniâtreté leurs 
ouvrages. Sillonnant la France joyeusement et sans 
relâche, de rencontres en festivals, ils ont soudé une
communauté de lecteurs auprès desquels ils grandis-
sent.

Des mêmes auteurs :
Dans l’ombre de Charonne · MAuconDuIt · 2012

La vie sans mode d’emploi, putain d’années 80 !
MAuconDuIt · 2014

Là où se termine la terre · Chili 1948-1970
StEInkIS · 2017

Le temps des humbles · Chili 1970-1973
StEInkIS · 2020

Site internet :
dafrappier.weebly.com

Pourquoi ces voyages en train
qui l’emmènent toujours ailleurs,
avec pour seule compagnie une valise
et une carte de famille nombreuse ?
Pourquoi ce sentiment
de n’être jamais à sa place ?
Pourquoi ce slogan réclamant
le droit à l’avortement semble-t-il
lui être adressé ?
Pourquoi ce prénom si peu approprié ?

Les réponses à ces questions se trouvent
au fond d’un carton oublié dans le grenier
de la maison familiale.

Désirée et Alain Frappier 
nous font revivre les années 1970 à 2014 sous l’angle

— excusez du peu, il s’agit de la moitié de la population —
de la conquête du droit des femmes à choisir de procréer ou non.

Ils le font à leur manière sensible, mêlant
le personnel et le social, l’intime et le politique

pour nous rappeler comment c’était « avant », avant la loi Veil,
pour montrer combien cette liberté, gagnée dans le combat

le plus important du XXe siècle, reste menacée
par des nostalgiques d’une société patriarcale.

Le Choix, travail de mémoire et de vigilance, 
est aussi un manifeste pour une vie libre et heureuse.

Annie Ernaux

978-2-36846-328-4

18 €

LeChoixCouv2020_C1C4+Rabats  20/12/2019  16:17  Page1
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 STOCK
Part of the Hachette Group, Stock is the oldest  

publishing house in France (1708). We publish award-
winning writers, new voices, essays and documents,  

and a prestigious foreign fiction list.

21, rue du Montparnasse  
75006 PARIS france

JUVENIA
An exhilarating feminist comedy full  
of twists and turns. In the near future,  
men are now forbidden from living  
with women more than twenty years  
their junior. Juvena, a beautiful aspiring 
actress in her thirties and Pierre,  
twice her age and father of her baby  
to come are now breaking the law.

THE CHANGING 
COLOUR OF  
THE AIR
A feel-good, inter-generational  
rite-of-passage road trip where three 
outcasts travelling around France  
in their van meet Mamie, a lonely  
retiree who becomes a kindly protector  
for this impromptu trio. A history  
of solidarity, self-discovery and  
self-acceptance of our time. 

Nathalie Azoulai

Cécile Cayrel

[         ]

Maÿlis VAUTERIN
mvauterin@editions-stock.fr

+33 1 49 54 36 75
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TAIWAN CREATIVE 
CONTENT AGENCY 

Taiwan Creative Content Agency is a professional  
intermediary organization working to promote  

the development of Taiwan’s content industries including  
film and TV, publishing, pop music, ACG and more. 

South Tobacco Factory 1F., No.133,  
Guangfu S. Rd., Xinyi Dist.,

Taipei City 11072 Taiwan

GHOST  
OF A PLACE 
A young gay man, freshly released from 
prison for manslaughter in Berlin, returns  
to his Taiwan hometown to uncover  
the dark secrets that tore his family apart.  
SHARP OBJECTS meets Flannery  
O’Connor in Garcia Marquez’s Macondo  
– or rather its Taiwanese equivalent –  
in this literary tour-de-force.

I AM WORKING  
IN A FRAUD 
COMPANY
A team of crooks try to deliver fairness  
by stealing from wealthy criminals  
and corrupt businessmen. 
Internet sensation, this comic strip is  
a crazy comedy about fraudulence business. 
The revelation of all sorts of tricks and 
corporate frauds transcends boundaries  
and makes everyone laugh out loud. 

Kevin Chen

HDIEH Tung-Lin

[                  ]

Lolita Ching-Fang Hu
service@taicca.tw

+886-2-2745-8186 

[         ]

[      ]
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SOUNDLESS 
MADRIGAL
Stravinskij’s journey between  
genius and madness, in search  
of the truth of Gesualdo da Venosa, 
a Renaissance prince, a sublime 
composer, who committed a dreadful 
crime : a powerful game of mirrors.

MERCHANTS  
OF THE TEMPLE
From the series of books by Italian 
investigative journalist Gianluigi Nuzzi,  
a fact-based show or feature film based  
on unique investigations and documents 
that lead to the most important leaks 
scandal in the history of Roman Catholic 
Church. A fascinating behind the walls 
exploration of Vatican City.

Andrea Tarabbia

Gianluigi Nuzzi

[              ]

Claire Sabatié-Garat
claire.sabatiegarat@italianliterary.com 

+39 02 86 54 45

THE ITALIAN  
LITERARY  

AGENCY
The Italian Literary Agency represents Italian authors in 

Italy and abroad, and International publishing houses and 
literary agencies in Italy. It acts managing and promoting 

authors in the publishing and FILM/TV industry.

Via De Amicis, 53
20123 Milano italy
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TOKYOPOP
TOKYOPOP has published thousands of manga books, 

distributed anime and Asian films on home video  
and television, licensed merchandise to consumer  
goods companies, created graphic novels of major  

brands and led the way in digital comics.

Plankstraße 13
22765 Hamburg Germany

GOLDFISCH
When a young boy accidentally unlocks 
a hidden curse, everything he touches 
turns to gold.  Now, with every pillager 
and bandit after him, young Morrey 
must embark on a quest to reverse  
the curse and save his brother.

KAMO
Kamo has kept death at his doorstep  
for years. Now, just before his last breath, 
he receives a visit from a powerful  
being named Crimson. Crimson offers 
him a chance at a new and healthy heart, 
in exchange for his help in capturing 
twelve spirits. However, Kamo will  
find out a pact with a spirit is not  
without its price…

Nana Yaa

Ban Zarbo

[                ]

Stu Levy
stu@tokyopop.com
+49 40 89 063 412
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TRAMES
TRAMES is a literary agency for publishers and authors, 

founded in 2018. It represents successful authors 
 as well as new talents and collaborates with several 

publishing houses among which: Asphalte,  
Au Vent des îles, L’Arbre Vengeur, Cambourakis,  

les Editions de l’Ogre & La Manufacture des Livres.
 

52 rue Galande  
75005 PARIS france

Nicolas Jaillet 

Diniz Galhos 

[               ]

Kinga Wyrzykowska 
kinga@trames.pro
+33 6 70 72 17 63

HAKIM 
Hakim tells the flight forward of an 
ordinary Muslim, a designer, who  
believes for 24 hours, that he is the 
prime suspect in a train bomb attack. 
Persecutory delusion or legitimate fear? 
Hakim is so upset, especially since he 
feels much islamophobia in France  
since Charlie’s shooting, that he makes 
all wrong decisions. Will he end  
up being the ideal culprit ?  

[         ]

A BAD SEED
What’s going on with Julie, a modern-day 
Bridget Jones?  She’s pregnant but  
didn’t have sex for one year. She can kick 
any Rambo’s ass in a snap and all her 
friends want to lock her up in a brand 
new clinic. A Bad Seed starts like a  
chick flick but turns into an action thriller 
combined with a superhero movie!  
It has all to blow your mind. 

[                 ]
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 UNIVERS POCHE
Univers Poche is a division of the second publishing  

group in France, Editis. Two of our seven imprints are  
Fleuve Editions and Pocket Jeunesse. 

92, avenue de France  
75 013 Paris france

Marion Brunet

[                ]

Julie Buffaud
julie.buffaud@universpoche.com

+33 1 44 16 08 29

ONE WINGED 
ANGEL
Joseph is fifty years old, he is single  
and works in the lost and found service  
at a Parisian station. One evening,  
he discovers a baby in a basket under 
a seat. This is how something finally 
happens in Joseph’s seemingly  
shipshape and emotionless life.

HER NAME 
WAS AB 
STENSON
When an outlaw comes to his house  
and kidnaps him, Garrett is terrified.  
Yet Ab Stenson, an indomitable woman,  
is the one who will open the doors to  
a brighter future for him and offer him  
the most beautiful destiny: freedom.

Claire Renaud
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 VIVIANE HAMY
Éditions Viviane Hamy celebrate their 30th anniversary! 

With a dozen books a year in French, foreign  
and detective fictions, we discover new voices  

or rediscover European writers. 

89 Rue du Faubourg Saint-Antoine 
Cour de la Maison brûlée  

75011 Paris france

WOMAN  
OF MY DREAM
Nico helps her criminal dad to escape 
from jail. They plan to reach Brazil  
with their stolen Bitcoins. Meanwhile,  
an amnesic woman prisoner of  
a purgatory world realizes that her 
behavior truly matters in the “real” life. 
Both plots give the fiction a frenetic 
pace until an exceptional last twist. 

PREFER  
THE ODD
Florence is married to Stéphane, 
who is sterile. Because she wants  
to be a mother anyway, she 
convinces her best male friend, 
Patrick, homosexual, to help her, 
being aware of the tricky situation 
this decision might lead her couple 
to. Against all odds, this choice  
will save her couple. 

Dominique SYLVAIN

Claude HABIB

[             ]

Lise CHASTELOUX 
lise.chasteloux@viviane-hamy.fr

+33 01 53 17 16 03  
+33 06 11 74 35 53
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XO EDITIONS
Découvrir de nouveaux talents  

et réintroduire des auteurs français  
dans les listes des meilleures ventes mondiales.  

C’était la volonté de Bernard Fixot.  
Ces dernières années : 397 titres publiés, 286 titres classés dans les 

listes des best-sellers, 222 titres vendus à l’international. 
 

Tour Maine-Montparnasse 33, av du Maine – BP 142 
75755 Paris cedex 15 france

NIGHT
Stormy night on the North Sea. 
Kirsten Nigaard, norwegian inspector,  
is investigating the murder of a technician 
on the off-shore platform. A man is 
missing, Julian Hirtmann, the cunning 
and illusive killer that the police  
have been pursuing for years. 
Oddly, Martin Servaz appears in several  
of Hirtmann’photos. 
For Kirsten and Martin Servaz  
a terrifying journey begins.

THE CLARA 
MILLER AFFAIR
A multi-cast thriller that alternates  
first-person narratives by all  
the main characters – until the  
incredible truth explodes. 
The dark, hidden face of fame under  
the bloody red carpet of celebrity. 
Fame is a dream that is costly.  
Very costly…

olivier Bal

BERNARD MINIER

[             ]

Marie SALLE
msalle@xoeditions.com

+33 1 56 80 34 80
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Find your next movie plot
at Frankfurter Buchmesse

Every October at Frankfurter Buchmesse, the
most important global event for trading rights
and licenses, hundreds of books take their first
steps towards the big screen. 
Meet with some of the 800 literary agents and
scouts there, and discover your next plot.

Follow us on
social media:

#fbm20

The Frankfurter Buchmesse Film Awards

CALL FOR ENTRIES until July 3, 2020!

Publishing houses, film producers and 
broadcasters are invited to submit films, 
movies or series in the categories:
- Best International Literary Adaptation

- Best International Literary Adaptation 
 for Children or Young Adults

Additional award will be given to:
- Best Illustrated Book on Film
 (Deadline May 28, 2020)

Submission forms and info: 
film@buchmesse.de

From Frankfurt
to Hollywood

buchmesse.de/film
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